We first obtain some characterizations of hereditarily screenable spaces. Two Tychonoff product theorems for hereditarily screenable spaces are then proved. Next, we show that the product theorems do not hold if hereditarily screenable is replaced by screenable. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Since Junnila et al. [I] obtained the result: A space is hereditarily metacompact iff its every scattered partition has a point finite open expansion, various people have tried to prove that hereditarily paracompact spaces have a similar characterization. But they have not succeeded.
In this paper, we first prove that hereditarily screenable spaces have a similar property.
Using this, a group of characterizations of hereditarily screenable spaces is obtained. Next, we show that hereditarily paracompact spaces have no similar characterization. Finally, two Tychonoff product theorems are proved for hereditarily screenable spaces which do not hold for screenable spaces.
In this paper, N(z), (U), and Ui.4 denote, respectively the neighbourhood system of .r. {U E u: L E U} and {U n A: U E U}; cy, 0, y, . . denote ordinal numbers; w. w'. I.41 and A<" denote, respectively the set of all positive integers, II U {0}, the cardinality of A, and (0 c A: 1~1 < ti}. Separation Other concepts and statements which are referred to in this paper come from [2] . By Definition 1.4, it is easy to prove the following: By transfinite induction, it is easy to obtain the above lemma. Now, we prove the following: Vf~F,,=@}foreveryn<y. It is obvious for c1 = 0. Let 3 > 0 and assume that (e) is true for every o < 4. We assert that (e) is so for Q = 4.
When~=X+1,forevery~EX~Fx+l,ifz~X-Fx,thenthereisV~/o~such that
ZEV~CU{VEV:
VnFA+, =B}. Assume that ,/3 is a limit ordinal. For every s E X -Fg, since z E cy = nbCg F6, there is 6 < ,0 such that z E Fh. I.e.,
~EX-F~=U{VEV:
VnFh=O}.
There is V E V such that :I' E V and V n F:j c V n Fh = 0. Then Now, we show that hereditarily paracompact spaces do not have a characterization similar to the one in Theorem 2. I. Proof. Assume that {Ucy: u < r} is a monotone increasing open family of X and for every n < w, let r, : X -+ na_ Xi and P,, : X + X,, denote the projections. For every n < w and every Q < y, let The following two examples will show that for screenable spaces there do not exist results similar to the ones in this section.
Example 3.4.
There is a separable metric space X and a first countable separable, Lindeliif space Y such that X x Y is not meta-Lindeliif. Therefore, X x Y is not screenable.
Proof. Take [3, Example 6.1 l] which gives a separable metric space X and a separable Lindelof space Y such that X x Y is not submetacompact.
In fact, we can show that Y is regular. So, X x Y is a regular separable space. If X x Y is meta-Lindeliif, then X x Y is Lindelof since a separable meta-Lindelof space is Lindeliif. This implies that X x Y is submetacompact since a regular Lindelbf space is paracompact. This is a contradiction. 0 Example 3.5. There is a first countable separable, Lindeliif space X such that X" is Lindelof for every n < w. But X" is not meta-Lindelof. Therefore, X is not screenable.
Proof.
We take the example in [2, Remark 6.211. In the example, since every X, is regular separable Lindelof, X = ezCw Xi is regular separable Lindelof. We see that every X" is Lindelbf but X" is not submetacompact. So, X is not meta-Lindeliif since it is a regular separable space. 0
Remark. It is easy to see that all our propositions hold if hereditarily screenable is replaced by hereditarily meta-Lindelof or hereditarily a-metacompact. Hereditarily screenable spaces, hereditarily meta-Lindelbf spaces and hereditarily a-metacompact spaces have stronger characterizations and product properties than screenable spaces, metaLindelof spaces and a-metacompact spaces. Finally, we point out that both hereditarily metacompact and hereditarily submetacompact spaces have characterizations which are similar to the hereditarily screenable characterizations in the second section.
